


What, you want to hear the Ros story? 
Again? Surely you have to be sick of 
that one by now.

How about instead I tell you about 
Genevieve IV and how she staved off 
the fell necromancer Belkanus? I 
also have a little tale about a man 
named only as Joe, and how his actions 
influenced the Plas wars of ’89. Or...

Fine. Ros it is. Again. But let’s tell it 
from a different angle this time...

It all started with Gregor, I suppose. 
Him and Anatoly, way out in the tech 
republic hinterlands. A small place, as 
I recall. Little more than a tarpaper 
shack with a Feed line running to it. 
Which, if you’re of an Artificing bent, is 
really all you need. 

They had a name for it, back then. 
Something Greco. A deity, perhaps? Ah 
yes, Janus. The two-faced god of time 
and transition, of birth and of death. 
Of endings and beginnings.

Which is pretty fitting when you get 
right down to it. 

Because Gregor was there at the 
beginning, and he was there at the end

In fact, I have, over the years, come 
to think of this as his story as much as 
anyone else’s. 

And why not? Ros was never really of 
the TR, nor was that pedant, Mikhail. 
And while Moses driver played his part, 
Moses is still Moses, and therefore a 
part of no one else’s story but his own. 
Which was is not to say that each didn’t 
have an important role to play in this 
tale, no?

Our story, if it can be said to have any 
true beginning, began in that small, 
selfsame shack where the Brotherhood 
of Janus (that was the name! I knew it 
would come to me) plied their trade. 

In fact, if we concentrate, I think we 
can look in on that little shack, and 
see the strange things that occurred 
there, once upon a time...



Eastern Woods.

Gregor never really 
believed in SILOS. 

Hard to believe? 
Well he didn’t.

Don’t ask me why.

But his partner, 
Anatoly?

Anatoly believed.

SILOS, Anatoly? 
really?

Might as well believe in the 
boogeyman. Ain’t no way that 
some faceless dark force  
is gonna sweep in here and 

gobble us up.



Hmmm...

Nope.

Not in 
there...

Nuh-uh.

Good news! 
I think we’re 

monster-free.



having chastised his friend, 
Gregor went back to his work, 
which at the time consisted of 
mucking with the fundamental 
laws of the universe.

They called it Artificing, but 
I still think of it as magic.



Gregor packed up his terminus...

But even magic 
takes its toll.

...stretched...

...that all was not well 
with Anatoly.

...and realized...



concerned, Gregor approached 
anatoly and attempted to discern 
the real cause of his consternation.

Only to find that Anatoly 
was, in fact, terrified
of the SILOS threat.

And Gregor—in the callous way
that young men sometimes have—
dismissed his friend’s fears...



...and walked away...

...paying the matter 
very little mind...

...only realizing the 
folly of his actions...

...when it was too late.

because silos had come.



meanwhile nearby...

to head off the silos threat before 
it could devour the entire world.

her path was fraught with danger, 
peril lurking around each turn.

a woman known only as ros   
was making her way through 
the wilds of the eastern woods.

her mission...

little did she know, 
tonight would be
no different...



The tide of blackness
came out of nowhere...

...and gregor was forced to 
watch as it took his friend.

no!

Gregorrrrr



...and gregor was forced to 
watch as it took his friend.

ros heard a scream in the distance, 
and with not a single thought as to 
who—or why—she broke into a run.

outside...



ros reached the top of the deadfall 
and looked into the distance...

silos towers—the hallmark of her 
hated enemy, rising in the distance.

no time to waste. she lept into space.

and saw the thing she’d feared most:





the darkness took gregor

...it began to feel...

wrapping him like a shroud

...sort of nice.

it penetrated
deep into his soul,
rending it with icy hooks, 
ripping away at him.

and worst...



...sort of nice.

and suddenly gregor 
was free.

he ran towards her

but nothing is ever easy.

but then... A chord like a bolt of silver
rang out in the air,
pushing back the black...

he ran for his life.

alone...

...for anatoly was gone.

ros filled her lungs and sang harder, 
but one chord of a larger work
forged long ago for the 
express purpose of countering 
the silos threat.

through the front door, 
gregor saw his savior.



but ros was not to 
be dissuaded.

sensing an opportunity,
the darkness surged
toward gregor,
all greedy 
need.



ros reached out to him
in a gesture that looked 
something like supplication.

take my 
hand.

gregor took her hand
and together they ran.



my hands. 
i need them.

dammit.

hours (and miles) later...
ros and gregor rested and
nursed their wounds.

“What’s wrong?”

“...But I must have lost 
my bandages in the fall.”

oh, is that all?
i might just have 

something for that.



gregor opened his 
pocket terminus...

...carefully placed 
his tie in it...

...and showing off.

...and set about doing 
what he did best.

changing the fundamental 
state of matter...



and in less time than it 
would take to tell...

...transformed it via        
obscure alchemies into      
a small, neat bandage.

the terminus scanned the tie and set about breaking it down into its component parts.



As they traversed the perilous 
wasteland of the eastern foothills, Ros 
availed Gregor of her plan: to travel 
to the Writers’ Bloc, there to acquire 
the mysterious artifact known only as 
The Book. With it, she intended to push 
back the SILOS threat for good and for 
all. 

Weeks later, Ros and Gregor crested 
the apex of one last, staggering group 
of foothills and began their final 
descent into the river valley leading 
to the Bloc. 

The air grew cool and moist, soothing 
their parched skin, the leafy canopy of 
low-lying coniferous trees blocking 
the harsh rays of the afternoon sun. 

Ros was excited as she ever got, 
bounding up that last mild incline. To 
ask Gregor, the taciturn young woman 
was a study in somber gravity, all 
singular intent. 

ut at the edge of the woods, traipsing 
through the opaque thicket that served 
as a verge between the wooded wilds 
and the fringe of the Bloc proper, he 
would have thought her a young woman 
on the eve of some happy reunion. 
Which—he supposed—she was.

Which made what happened next that 
much worse...



“No...”

the bloc, as it had been in her 
memory, a glittering city on a 
hill, a beacon of reason and 
light for all mankind...

...was gone.



...was gone.

...nor how to react...

gregor didn’t know how to comfort 
his friend...

we’re too
late.

ros—
wait!

as she broke and ran through the 
smoldering ruins of the Writers’ Bloc



“It could still be here,” 
she told herself as she
pushed open the ancient
oaken door, scorched as
it was with the telltale
scars of combat. 

“We might still have a chance.”

Ros ran with a purpose towards The Spire,
a massive repository of knowledge

from this age and the last.

A library beyond imagining.



she told herself these lies. and 
as she stepped through the portal...

...she almost believed them.

Ros!

but gregor needn’t have 
worried. for when he followed 
her into the spire, he found 
her standing before an empty 
lectern, her hand resting in a 
space where a book...

...the book...

...should have been.



seeing ros’ rage, gregor 
tried to comfort her...

...until a voice spoke up from the 
shadows, insisting all was not lost.

he called himself mikhail,
a librarian of the bloc, 
and  keeper of the book. 

he knew they sought it for 
benevolent purpose, but 
when they entreated him
to deliver it unto them, he
had naught but ill news.

...only to have her pound on him in despair...

who’s there?
show yourself!

tea first.
then explanations.



and that worse, the book—
while having survived the 
destruction—had been 
nonetheless weakened 
by the onslaught...

over tea, mikhail told the tale of the 
invasion, about how silos and their 
catspaws—the frontmen—had simpily 
emerged from the southern woods 
and laid waste to the bloc with no 
more effort than it took to tell it.

elsewhere...



...and although ros made a 
fervent case for its use...

...no matter how dire were 
the circumstances.

...mikhail refused to divulge
its location...



and for the tenth time in as many 
weeks, all seemed lost.

until, that was, gregor happened 
upon one last slim ray of hope, 
secreted away in an ancient tome.



the book foretold of a gathering of diverse peoples...

...a conclave known only as...

the conference.

“...and yea, i say unto you that if you call unto them, 
the people of the divided nations shall come to your call, 

and shall gather themselves unto the greater tech republic, 
there to forge  whatever weapon is needed 

to defeat the enemies of peace and prosperity 
for good and for all...”

it was a long shot, to be sure.



it was a long shot, to be sure.

but when a long shot is
the only shot you have...

the journey was a long and arduous one,
and fraught with hidden perils besides.

ros and gregor encountered manifold
dangers and obstructions but let little
stand in their way...

for they knew that should they fail,
all the world might damn well fall
under the grim thrall of silos.

On the last day of their journey, they 
crested the last hill leading to the 
narrow pass—and the TR beyond—only 
to find themselves face-to-face with a 
sight each had hoped never to see again.



the entire valley below, 
from horizon to horizon,
studded with silos towers.

and faced with such relentless
opposition between themselves
and an all-too-close goal, the
two companions did what anyone
in their situation would do...



the entire valley below, 
from horizon to horizon,
studded with silos towers.

and faced with such relentless
opposition between themselves
and an all-too-close goal, the
two companions did what anyone
in their situation would do...

they ran hard.

harder than they ever had.

salvation—such as it was—
too close to have done 
otherwise.



but then ros’ keen ears
picked up something.

a familiar sound,
almost too faint to hear.

something that caused
her to stop dead.



“What is it?” nothing, 
maybe...

hang on.

ros directed her eyes back 
toward the way they came, 
trying to discern the source of 
the strange aural signature.

what are you 
waiting for? 

let’s go!

paying him no mind, ros peered again 
at the seemingly barren horizon...

...but this time, she saw something.



silos frontmen.

emotionless.

relentless.

invincible.

frontmen!

Go!



they fled as fast as they could...

...even their fastest would not be enough.

AND SO, FACED WITH
IMPOSSIBLE ODDS...

...but soon realized...



...ROS DID THE BEST THING SHE KNEW HOW.

FOR WAR.

SHE READIED HERSELF...

get out of 
here, gregor. 

i’ll hold them off 
as long as i can.



knowing full well he owed her
his life, gregor refused to 
leave her side.

to which gregor replied as 
best he knew how.

but ros was having
none of it.

the conference is 
more important than me.

more important 
than any of us.

there’s nothing that
important. c’mon.

i have a plan.

dammit, gregor.
just go!



what are you
going to do in
five minutes?

cos that’s all
we have left.

what else?

I’m gonna synth
something.



gregor...

give me
two minutes!

“two minutes i can give you.”

two
minutes...?



what happened next,
you ask?

what else?

they fought.





come on...

come on...!



...it wasn’t enough.

and as the frontman’s hand closed 
inexorably around her skull, the 
world began to go dark....

ros fought like a 
warrior possessed.

but even with her 
uncanny speed, strength, 
and agility, against the 
tidal wave of frontmen...

let go...
you bastard!



...until a strange sound pealed out 
across the blasted plane...

the sound...

of an engine!



gregor pulled his motorcycle
around in a screaming arc...

the threat neutralized—however 
temporarily—gregor stopped just 
short of his supine companion...

...and ran the frontmen
right the fuck over.

...and reached down to her an all-
too-familiar gesture that—if I had 
to describe it—probably looked a 
lot like supplication.



ros climbed aboard...

...and salvation.

...and together...

...they rode hard for the tr border...



...and salvation.

After that things get a little murky. 

History tells us that Ros, Gregor—and 
even Mikhail! —made The Conference. 

And we know of some doings of 
historical importance occurred there. 

Some posit that during the festivities, a 
traitor was found in their midst. 

Some say SILOS reared its ugly head and 
was defeated, for good and for all.

And sigh, yes, some say that something 
greater than even friendship blossomed 
between Ros and Gregor. 

But who’s to say? 

The hour groweth late, and my 
throat is parched. 

But you are young and curious, and for 
such people, the mysteries of the past 
exist only so long as you refuse to 
pursue them. 

Perhaps there are other writings on 
this subject, lying in shadow, just 
waiting to be unearthed...


